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Smartphones are nowadays an indispensable tool for people around the world. Privacy issues, however, arise along with the increasing capabilities equipped on smartphones. Privacy policies are the main mechanism through which users are informed about data practices performed by smartphone applications. In this thesis, we investigate the effectiveness of privacy policies of Android applications through a series of three studies on policy accuracy, policy understandability, and policy template usage. In our study, almost 60% of apps provided inaccurate policies describing data collection. We found the majority of Android privacy policies likely difficult to read for 26% of the US population. Furthermore, we estimate that 25% of app developers use policy template services to generate pre-written policy text, and most of such services offer poor coverage for Android-related data practices, contributing to policy inaccuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smartphones are nowadays a ubiquitous and useful tool for people around the world. With increasing capabilities that get equipped on smartphone devices, privacy concerns accompanying these capabilities arise as a result. The Android mobile operating system has the largest market share at 87.7% as of second quarter of 2017 [1]. Mobile applications (apps) running on Android have the ability to access a wealth of personal and sensitive user data, such as real-time location data, contacts data, payments information, etc. The official Android app distribution service, Google Play, requires apps that handle personal or sensitive user data to post a privacy policy that discloses how the app collects, uses, and shares user data [2].

Privacy policies are not unique to the Android ecosystem. Website policies were in use long before smartphones became popular. Privacy policies in general follow the “notice and choice” principle [3], and are enforced by privacy laws in countries like USA and Canada [4]. Notice-and-choice means that the privacy policy informs the users of all the data handling practices performed, and the user gets to decide, after reading the policy, whether to proceed with the underlying service the policy covers. However, it is often unclear whether these privacy policies are effective at providing “notice” and offering “choice”. In fact, previous works have cast doubts about the effectiveness of the notice-and-choice framework [5, 6]. In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of Android privacy policies, through a series of three studies, from the aspects of policy accuracy, policy understandability, and policy template usage.

Policy accuracy refers to whether the privacy policy is accurate in describing data practices actually taking place in the Android app. If the policy is inaccurate, then users will not be properly informed regarding data practices. Apps like Snapchat have been involved in regulatory investigations due to false claims in their privacy policies [7]. To verify policy accuracy, we first make use of existing app analysis
tools to detect presence of data practices in the app. If such practices exist, we verify whether these practices are accurately disclosed in the privacy policy text. We perform binary text classification, using machine learning classifier, to classify a privacy policy text as either claiming or not claiming a specific data practice. If it is determined that the policy text does not disclose a data practice performed by the app, we flag this as an instance of policy inaccuracy. We improve existing approaches of policy accuracy verification by proposing crowdsourcing as a scalable and reliable way to obtain training samples for machine learning classifiers used in privacy policy classification.

Policy understandability refers to whether the privacy policy is understandable by the intended audience, the app users. Privacy policies are generally written in natural language text and could contain vague language that is difficult to interpret by users, as concluded by [8, 9]. Furthermore, users have various education backgrounds that put a limit on the complexity of text they are able to understand. We perform a large-scale evaluation of readability scores of Android privacy policies to estimate the proportion of users who may have a hard time understanding privacy policies. We then give possible causes for differing interpretations of policy text by real-world smartphone users.

Policy template services offer pre-written privacy policy text that app developers can incorporate into their own privacy policies without having to manually write the policy by themselves. With little prior work investigating template usage, we aim to give insights about what kinds of templates are used by app developers, and the impact of templates on policy accuracy and understandability. We leverage an algorithm, originally proposed to detect near-duplicate webpages, to group privacy policies into template clusters.

1.1 Contributions

We make the following major contributions in our work:

- We evaluated policy accuracy of 757 Android apps, which collect user’s personal data as detected by app analysis, and found an average of 59.5% of the respective privacy policies not disclosing such collection in the policy text.
- We show the feasibility of gathering training samples for use in privacy policy classification by the means of crowdsourcing. Crowdsourced labels achieved a 91.4% consensus rate with expert’s labels, and classifier trained with crowdsourced samples achieved classification performance of over 95% in $F_1$ score.
- We evaluated the readability scores of 32,808 Android privacy policies and found the majority of
policies likely difficult to read for 26.2% of the US adult population.

- We found an estimated 25.3% of Android app developers make use of policy templates for writing their privacy policies. Out of the seven most-used policy template services, only four offer the option to target mobile apps (as opposed to website services); only one service offers acceptable coverage of Android-specific data practices. Furthermore, we found that template service usage contributes to inaccuracies in Android privacy policies.

1.2 Thesis Structure

We begin by introducing background knowledge relevant to this thesis in Section 2. We then describe in Section 3 previous works related to the privacy policy studies conducted in this thesis. We describe our policy dataset and policy processing procedures in Section 4. The studies and results are presented in Sections 5, 6, and 7. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section 8.
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Background

2.1 Android

Android is the largest mobile operating system by market share at 87.7% as of second quarter of 2017 [1]. Starting March 15, 2017, Google Play\(^1\), the official Android app distribution service, requires app developers to post a privacy policy if their app handles personal or sensitive user data [2]. The privacy policy must be posted both on the app’s Google Play homepage\(^2\) (through an external webpage link) as well as within the app itself [2]. We introduce the following Android-related terminologies relevant to this thesis:

**Android API.** An Android Application Programming Interface (API) is a method provided by the Android operating system to perform a certain function on the Android device. For example, the `getDeviceId()` method in the Android system code package `android.telephony.TelephonyManager` returns the Android device identifier.

**Android Permissions.** Android apps need to request permissions in the software code in order to call APIs for accessing sensitive user data or system features. These permissions can then be either granted or denied by the app user during app installation or app use. For example, `READ_CONTACTS` permission is required for accessing user’s list of contacts stored on the Android device; `ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION` permission for accessing user’s precise location, for instance through the Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor of the device.

**APK file.** Android Package (APK) is the file type used when Google Play distributes an Android app to users. The APK file includes the complete software code used to run an app. There exist tools,
such as Apktool\(^3\), for unpackaging the APK file and extracting the original software code through reverse engineering.

### 2.2 HTML

HTML or Hypertext Markup Language is the standard language used for defining webpages. Listing 2.1 shows a simplistic HTML file used to define a webpage. A webpage consists of HTML elements, each defined with content enclosed in a start tag and an end tag for that element in the HTML file. The tag is used to indicate the type of the element, e.g. `p` for paragraph and `img` for image. In the start tag, optional attribute-name-and-value pairs can be included for setting element properties. The content between start tag and end tag can be either text or nesting elements.

In the example shown, there are three types of elements – `div`, `p`, and `b` – each of them with matching start and end tags. In the `div` element, `divId` and `divClass` are values assigned to attributes `id` and `class` respectively. The content within the `p` element is a nested `b` element and two text elements – “This is a ” and “ word.”.

A webpage is transmitted as a plain-text HTML file over the Internet and then gets parsed into an element-tree structure by a browser for display. In the tree structure, elements are connected using parent-child relationships where nesting elements become the children of the enclosing element. The `p` element in the example would thus become the child of the `div` element in the tree structure. The `b` element and the two text elements would become the children of the `p` element.

### 2.3 Amazon Mechanical Turk

Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^4\) (MTurk) is an Internet crowdsourcing platform used in the Policy Accuracy (Section 5) study of this thesis. There are two parties involved in a crowdsourcing task on MTurk: the requester, the party requesting and creating the task, and the worker, the party performing the task for the requester. The task is presented to workers as a webpage, where workers can input answers in various

---

\(^3\)https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/build
\(^4\)https://www.mturk.com
forms such as text, radio button, checkbox, etc., and click on a submit-button to submit answers.

To define a batch of tasks, the requester uploads to MTurk two files: a task webpage template file, and a CSV file containing task-specific data. The webpage template defines the webpage content common to all tasks. MTurk then inserts task-specific data to the webpage template to produce each task webpage shown to workers. Each line (except the header line) of the CSV file defines a separate task and contains a number of data fields. These data fields can be referenced in the webpage template as indication for insertion by MTurk. The requester can also set task settings for each batch of tasks. Common settings include:

- Number of assignments per tasks: The number of different workers each task should be performed by, in order to obtain multiple task submissions.

- Task reward: The reward in US dollars to be paid to a worker after a worker’s task submission gets approved by the requester.

- Worker approval rating: A limit on the minimum worker’s task approval rating required to allow a worker to work on the task.

- Work duration: A limit on the maximum amount of time a worker is allowed to spend on a task.

The requester downloads from MTurk a result CSV, where each line of the CSV indicates a different task submission. The requester can populate a specific CSV field on each line to indicate approval or rejection of task submission. A rejection message can also be entered into one of the CSV fields. The requester then uploads the modified result CSV back to MTurk, which will then process task approvals and rejections. A worker, once notified of a task rejection from MTurk, has the choice to email the task requester regarding the task.

### 2.4 Precision, Recall, and $F_1$

For classification tasks, we need metrics to measure the performance of different classifiers. Classifiers produce classification labels which then get compared with known correct labels to obtain classifier performance. We introduce precision, recall, and $F_1$ score calculated on a per-label-class basis — metrics used throughout this thesis.

True positives ($tp$) of a label class ($C$) are samples that get classified into class $C$ by a classifier and in fact have class $C$ as the correct label. False positives ($fp$) of a label class ($C$) are samples that get
classified into class $C$ by a classifier but in fact do not have class $C$ as the correct label. True negative ($tn$) and false negative ($fn$) of a label class can be defined in a similar manner.

Precision and recall performance metrics of class $C$ can then be calculated as follows:

$$\text{precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp}$$

$$\text{recall} = \frac{tp}{tp + fn}$$

Precision measures the percentage of samples classified as class $C$ that actually belong in class $C$. Recall measures the percentage of samples belonging in class $C$ that actually get classified as class $C$. Precision and recall are metrics independent of each other, and measure different aspects of the classification performance. For example, suppose there are two classes A and B, where class A contains 70% of total samples, and class B contains 30%. If a classifier always classifies samples as class A, then the recall of class A is 100% ($fn=0$), however the precision is only 70%.

$$F_1 = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$$

The $F_1$ score combines precision and recall into a single metric for a comprehensive performance measure, and is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The $F_1$ score is a special case of a more general F-score; there exist other forms of the F-score that apply different weighting to precision and recall. Furthermore, in this thesis, we differentiate the $F_1$ score by label class due to the imbalance of our datasets. If the label classes are equal in size, the $F_1$ scores of all label classes could be averaged to arrive at an overall $F_1$ score.
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Related Work

3.1 Policy Accuracy

Zimmeck et al. [7] proposed an automated system to analyze the truthfulness of Android apps in disclosing data practices in their privacy policies. They extracted relevant sentences from privacy policy texts using manually-defined keywords. Then, they used another set of keywords to extract unigrams (words) and bigrams (two consecutive words) for use as features for their machine learning classifiers. They trained a classifier for each of the data practices using a dataset of 115 expert-annotated website privacy policies by Wilson et al. [10]. Using extracted features, these classifiers were then used to classify each privacy policy as claiming the data practices, or not claiming such practices. Zimmeck et al. further performed static analysis on each app’s code from the APK file. They identified collection practices in app code by looking at Android API invocations, and sharing practices by looking for top-10 most popular advertisement libraries, whose data practices were predetermined. Finally, they verified results from policy analysis and app analysis to identify discrepancies. We build upon this work in our Policy Accuracy (Section 5) study by employing crowdsourcing as a more scalable way of obtaining labelled policy samples.

Slavin et al. [11] proposed an approach slightly different from Zimmeck et al. on analyzing Android privacy policy text for potential inaccuracies. Slavin et al. constructed a language model of all possible phrases corresponding to different types of Android data. If a type of data is found to be collected in the app’s software code, then one or more phrases related to that data type must appear in the privacy policy text; otherwise, the privacy policy is considered to not disclose collection of such data. Yu et al. [12] took a rule-based approach to identify data practices disclosed in Android privacy policy text.
They applied dependency parsing to each policy sentence to obtain relationships between words within the sentence. They then looked for pre-defined patterns in the parse results to classify each sentence as claiming a data practice or not. Both Slavin et al. [11] and Yu et al. [12] used the Flowdroid [13] data-flow analysis tool to detect data practices actually taking place in the app. Yu et al. [14] in another work proposed an automated privacy policy generation tool which performs static analysis to extract data practices from the app code, and then automatically generates policy text to disclose such practices.

### 3.2 Policy Classification

Wilson et al. [10] compiled expert annotations of 12 privacy practices for 115 website privacy policies (named OPP-115 dataset). They trained machine learning classifiers to classify text segments into those privacy practice categories. Harkous et al. [15] used the same OPP-115 dataset to train a neural network classifier to classify the same privacy categories used by Wilson et al. Costante et al. [16] evaluated the completeness of website privacy policies in covering 16 different privacy categories. They used a machine learning classifier to classify each policy paragraph into 1 of 16 categories, and manually-labelled paragraphs from 64 privacy policies as the training dataset. Costante et al. [17] in another work used information extraction techniques to extract the types of data a policy claims to collect. Sathyendra et al. [18] applied a two-stage classification procedure to identify provision of choices in privacy policy text.

### 3.3 Policy Crowdsourcing

Wilson et al. [19] investigated the feasibility of crowdsourcing annotations for website policies. They experimented with 26 privacy policies and 9 annotation questions per policy. They obtained annotations from 10 crowdworkers for each question, and found that if a high crowdworker agreement of 80% is used, meaning 8 out of 10 workers agree on an annotation, a high annotation accuracy can be achieved when compared with annotations from skilled annotators. Furthermore, Wilson et al. applied machine learning to classify policy paragraphs’ relevance to each annotation question and showed effectiveness of this approach. We extend this work in our Policy Accuracy (Section 5) study by proposing an automated quality control mechanism for crowdsourcing policy labels.

ToS:DR\(^1\) (Terms of Service; Didn’t Read) provides a web service that allows community users to enter ratings for website privacy policies. However, ToS:DR has not gained popularity and only contains

\(^1\)https://tosdr.org
a limited collection of privacy policies in its database. Zimmeck et al. proposed Privee [20], a browser extension, that builds on ToS;DR. When a user requests policy ratings of a policy webpage, Privee first checks if such ratings are already available in the ToS;DR database. If so, those ratings from ToS;DR are displayed to users; otherwise, Privee fetches the policy webpage and performs machine learning classification to extract privacy practices. As noted by Wilson et al. [19], Privee only supports a limited number of data practices, such as data encryption and data retention.

### 3.4 Policy Understandability

Jenson et al. [21] evaluated the readability scores of 64 website privacy policies and found that only 6% of policies are readable by the most vulnerable 28.3% of the population and 13% of policies are only readable by people with a post-graduate education. Massey et al. [22] evaluated readability scores of 2,061 website privacy policies, and found the policies difficult to be read by requirements engineers. Sunyaev et al. [23] evaluated the readability scores of 600 Android and iOS privacy policies. McDonald and Cranor [24] estimated that the cost of reading website privacy policies to be 201 hours a year or roughly $3,534 annually for a US Internet user. In our work, we conduct a large scale readability-score study (Section 6) on over 30,000 Android privacy policies.

Pollach [8] investigated the language use in website privacy policies and found that policy writers often intentionally or unintentionally use vague language to obscure meaning. Reidenberg et al. [5] conducted a study regarding privacy policy interpretations by different groups of people — privacy experts, knowledgeable users, and crowdworkers representing the average Internet user. The study found common understandings of certain data practices. At the same time, discrepancies in interpretation exist among privacy experts, as well as between experts and the other groups, indicating the presence of ambiguity in privacy policies that may impair users’ understanding.
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Policy Dataset

4.1 Policy Downloading

In order to conduct meaningfully representative studies on Android privacy policies, we require a reasonably sized policy dataset. The Playdrone project [25] provides a snapshot of app metadata for each of the 1.4 million apps available on Google Play on October 31, 2014. The app metadata is descriptive information about an app displayed on the app’s webpage on Google Play, such as app ID, required Android permissions, app category, installation count, developer name, URL (Uniform Resource Locator) of the app’s privacy policy, etc. The privacy policy URL can then be used to download a privacy policy. The Playdrone snapshot was used in [15] to gather a large number of privacy policies.

For this thesis, we use a snapshot of Google Play app metadata, purchased from a third party\(^1\), that is identical in format as the Playdrone snapshot, but captured on a later date, August 2016. Since this snapshot is newer, we can get more up-to-date privacy policy URLs than we would otherwise with Playdrone because some URLs in the Playdrone snapshot may have become invalid due to URL change and more privacy policies may have been posted between October 2014 and August 2016. We note that in March 2017, Google Play started to require apps that handle personal or sensitive user data to post a privacy policy, or otherwise face possible app removal; we thus expect there there to be quite a number of new policies posted between our metadata snapshot date of August 2016 and March 2017, as app developers rushed to meet Google Play requirements. However, we do not expect this to affect the conclusions reached in this thesis.

In Table 4.1, we show a breakdown of Android privacy policy URLs in our metadata snapshot. There are 344K URLs in total, 180K (52.4%) of which are duplicates. Duplicate URLs are usually a result

---

\(^1\)Marcello Lins, https://about.me/marcellolins
of multiple apps developed by the same app developer sharing the same privacy policy. We disregard duplicate privacy policies in our studies. Out of the 164K unique URLs, 4.7K (2.9%) have either the PDF (.pdf) or text file (.txt) extension. We exclude policies in PDF or text file format from our analyses for now, considering that the vast majority of policies are shown as webpages written in HTML (Section 2.2). Support for PDF and text file formats in our policy studies can be added in the future.

We successfully downloaded a total of 107K privacy policy webpages with unique URLs, over the period of October 5 to October 8, 2016, using Python `urllib2` library. We set a network connection timeout of 15 seconds, in case a URL was invalid or the web server was down.

We keep track of the respective app metadata for each privacy policy webpage and any further-processed version of the policy (Section 4.2). We require the metadata for correlating policy characteristics with app properties in our studies.

4.2 Policy Processing

We further process the 107K downloaded privacy policy webpages to filter out non-English policies and to obtain a list of policy sentences from each English policy in preparation for our policy studies. Due to the large collection of webpages, we need an automated way to perform such processing.

We use a Python HTML parser, BeautifulSoup [26], to first parse each downloaded privacy policy webpage into an element-tree structure, which contains all HTML elements from the webpage that would be rendered by a web browser. We then proceed processing in the following steps:

1. Remove HTML elements that are deemed irrelevant to the privacy policy.
2. Extract segments of text from the elements, and tokenize each segment into a list of sentences.
3. If necessary, patch any partial sentences contained in bullet points.
4. Verify the list of sentences obtained are written in English.

Unlike a text document, a privacy policy webpage could contain content that is irrelevant to the actual privacy policy text, such as advertisements, navigational menus, user registration forms, language
Filter by element type
form script style header footer img nav input button svg select fieldset noscript iframe textarea doctype comment

Filter by element attribute value
nav menu header foot lang language login sidebar overlay dialog pop-up popup combx comment community disqus extra remark rss shoutbox sponsor ad-break agegate pagination pager tweet twitter com- contact footer footnote masthead media outbrain romo related scroll shopping tags tool widget

Elements indicating a new text segment
section article p div br ul ol li h[1-6] dd dt

Table 4.2: Tags and case-insensitive keywords used in policy processing

section panels, etc. These irrelevant contents could potentially interfere with our analyses, and should thus be excluded as much as possible.

We filter out irrelevant content by element type and also by keywords in the id and class attributes of an element (Table 4.2). Elements like button, which is used to capture user clicks, do not include textual information related to the privacy policy. If a word like sponsor appears in the id or class attribute value, i.e. `<div class="sponsor">`, then it is quite likely that the element contains advertisements unrelated to the policy text. The majority of attribute keywords used are taken from Arc90’s Readability project [27], which was designed to extract the main text section from a webpage, and the rest are obtained through manual inspection of randomly-sampled privacy policy webpages. Previous works on privacy policies like [15, 7] performed filtering by element type, but not by attribute value.

After irrelevant elements are removed from the webpage, we should only be left with elements containing text actually belonging to the privacy policy. We keep track of policy text in segments, which are chunks of text streams in the webpage naturally separated through the webpage structure. We iterate through the element-tree structure in depth-first manner to extract text from each element. We keep appending text to the current text segment, unless an element indicating a new segment (Table 4.2) is encountered, in which case we start a new segment. For each extracted segment, we apply sentence tokenization using the nltk.tokenize package from Python NLTK library [28] to obtain a list of sentences. We do not join segments together directly because some segments (e.g. containing a heading sentence) could possibly end without a sentence-ending punctuation, and joining would mean losing sentence boundary information. Finally, we compile a list of sentences for the entire privacy policy webpage.

There is however an issue with incomplete sentences due to bullet points in webpages. Here is an example of bullet point usage in a webpage:

*Our Privacy Policy explains:*
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• What information we collect and why we collect it.
• How we use that information.

The example contains a bullet list (ul element) of two bullet points (li elements) and a short introductory sentence ending with a colon that precedes the bullet list. As shown in Table 4.2 before, we use li elements as text segment separators, and thus the texts in the two bullet points belong in separate segments. The issue here is that the first sentence in each bullet point could be a partial sentence that relies on the introductory sentence for part of the sentence meaning. Without the introductory sentence, the meaning conveyed in the partial sentence of each bullet point alone is incomplete. To remedy this issue, we need to prepend the introductory sentence to the first sentence of each bullet point, such that the sentences obtained after patching are the following:

Our Privacy Policy explains:
Our Privacy Policy explains: What information we collect and why we collect it.
Our Privacy Policy explains: How we use that information.

This patching process is kept as an optional step, which is needed when we extract meaning from selected sentences in the Policy Accuracy (Section 5) study. The other two studies on Policy Understandability (Section 6) and Policy Templates (Section 7) require unaltered policy texts and do not involve interpretation of text meaning.

To decide on under what situation a bullet point starts with a partial sentence, we first refer to Oxford English Dictionary [29] on the use of bullet points. According to the dictionary, the text introducing a list of bullet points should end with a colon. If the text following the bullet symbol is not a proper sentence, it does not need to begin with a capital letter, nor end with a period. If the text following the bullet symbol is a complete sentence, it should begin with a capital letter, while a period at the end is technically required but is not absolutely essential.

However, through our manual inspection of bullet point usage in Android privacy policy webpages, we found that usage practices suggested by the dictionary are not always followed, and there is no uniform way in how bullet points are used. Many bullet points contain multiple sentences, which is not a recommended practice by Oxford Dictionary [29]. Combining our manual inspection results and the suggested practices in Oxford Dictionary, we devise the following conditions such that if either of the conditions holds true, we patch first sentences in bullet points with the introductory sentence:

• If the introductory sentence does not end with a sentence-ending punctuation (i.e. period, question mark, or exclamation mark), and the bullet point starts with lowercase letter
Chapter 4. Policy Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bullet-point patching</td>
<td>17,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual bullet symbols</td>
<td>6,345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3

- If the introductory sentence ends with a colon

In certain policies, bullet points are not defined using the standard HTML elements for bullet lists (\texttt{ul, ol}) and bullet points (\texttt{li}), but using manually-inserted bullet symbols such as the dash (–), roman numerals (i, ii, iii), unicode bullet (•), etc., within the sentence text. We thus need to support bullet points used in this way as well for possible patching with the introductory sentence. Here is a usage example of manual bullet symbols:

\begin{quote}
There are three basic ways we collect information:

- Information you choose to give us.
- Information we get when you use our service.
- Information we get from third parties.
\end{quote}

Finally, we make sure that the webpage really contains a valid English privacy policy document. We perform a case-insensitive search for the phrase “privacy policy” from the list of sentences. If the phrase is not present, we deem the webpage as not containing a valid privacy policy. We consider this to be a fair assumption because without such phrase, the viewer of the webpage would not know what the page is about. We then detect the language of the list of sentences as a whole using Python\texttt{langdetect} library [30] to get the language of the policy. If the policy language is indeed English, we use the same library to filter out non-English sentences and output the final list of English sentences for the policy.

We show statistics for policy processing in Table 4.3. Out of 107K downloaded unique privacy policy webpages, we determined 33K (30.5\%) of them to be containing valid English privacy policies. We refer to this as the 33K dataset in the rest of this thesis. Out of these 33K, 53.4\% require bullet-point patching with an average of 13.2 patching operations per policy, where a patching operation is defined as patching the first sentence of a single bullet point with the introductory sentence. 19.3\% contain manual bullet points that require patching with an average of 9.6 patching operations per policy. These statistics show that bullet-point patching is needed to obtain complete sentences in a significant portion of Android privacy policies, and should thus be performed in policy analyses that are dependent on complete sentences.
4.3 Implementation Details

We give the pseudocode in Listing 4.1 for traversing element parse-tree and extracting text segments, while linking bullet-point segments with those containing the respective introductory sentences. We then traverse through each segment and create segment-linking relationships for manually-defined bullet lists in a similar manner. Finally, we tokenize each segment into sentences, while keeping intact the linking relationship between the first sentence of each bullet point with their respective introductory sentence (which is the last sentence in its containing segment), as shown in Listing 4.2. With these sentence links, we can then decide whether to perform bullet-point patching as described in Section 4.2.
Listing 4.2: Pseudocode for obtaining linking relationship between first sentence in a bullet point with the respective introductory sentence

```plaintext
# last sentence of each segment
# (could be introductory sentence for a bullet list)
segment_last_sent = {}
sents = []
# sent_links[k]=v links sentence k to sentence v for potential patching
sent_links = {}
for s in segments:
    segment_sents = sent_tokenize(s)
    if s in segment_link:  # bullet point segment
        # link first sentence in bullet point with the introductory sentence
        sents_links[segments_sents[0]] = segment_last_sent[segment_link[s]]
        segment_last_sent[s] = segment_sents[-1]
    sents.extend(segment_sents)
```
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Policy Accuracy

The accuracy of an Android privacy policy refers to whether the policy discloses all data practices taking place in the Android app without omission. Policy accuracy is essential to the notice-and-choice principle of privacy policies. If the policy is inaccurate, then the notice becomes invalid and the whole notice-and-choice process breaks down.

Certain government regulators are responsible for verifying such accuracy, and can penalize parties who make inaccurate claims in their privacy policies. Snapchat, for example, has been involved in regulatory investigations because of falsified claims in its privacy policy regarding location collection [7]. The approach taken in this study can be leveraged by regulators to verify Android privacy policy accuracy on a larger scale.

Sometimes, the inaccuracy in the privacy policy is not a result of intentional omission of certain data practices but that app developers do not understand privacy policy requirements or the exact data practices in third-party libraries they choose to use [31]. In such cases, our analysis pipeline can be used to aid developers in finding policy inaccuracies and complying to laws and regulations.

We expand the work of Zimmeck et al. [7] on analyzing Android privacy policy accuracy. As opposed to a small set of expert-annotated website policies used for training machine learning classifiers in their work, we compile larger labelled datasets of Android-specific privacy policies through crowdsourcing. The distinction between website and Android privacy policies is important because there exist mobile functionalities unique to the Android platform. We make use of an automated quality control mechanism for crowdsourcing privacy policy labelling, in contrast to a manual one employed by Wilson et al. [19]. We also improve upon the work of Zimmeck et al. [7] by using Flowdroid [13] to analyze app data flow instead of merely looking at Android API invocations. Furthermore, we point out the dataset
imbalance issue that was commonly present but received little attention in previous works on privacy policy classification. We experiment with dataset oversampling strategy to mitigate this issue.

5.1 Overview

We verify Android policy accuracy through a two-step process consisting of policy analysis and app analysis. Policy analysis extracts data practices (Section 5.2) claimed in the privacy policy, while app analysis examines the app’s software code to determine what data practices actually take place. If there is a data practice present in the app’s software code but not mentioned or mistakenly described in the privacy policy, then we consider this to be an instance of policy inaccuracy.

We take a statistical machine learning approach for extracting data practice claims from the privacy policy. For a given policy, we perform binary classification using a machine learning classifier to statistically classify the policy as claiming or not claiming a specific data practice (e.g. collecting location data), based on a small number of sentences we determine to be potentially relevant to that data practice. If no such sentences are found, we directly classify the policy as not claiming such data practice without going through the classifier. A different machine learning classifier for each data practice is thus required. We use crowdsourcing to compile respective labelled policies for training each of the classifiers.

5.2 Data Practices

A previous study on website policies showed that users have great concern over personal data collected from them [32]. In this study, we focus on a specific type of data practices, collection of personal data from Android device. Such data we chose includes the location, contacts, and device identifier data. These are all data protected by respective Android permissions, all of which are considered to be sensitive permissions by Google Play. If any of these permissions is requested in the app, Google Play requires the app to post a privacy policy, disclosing data practices related to user data protected by the permission.

In previous works on Android privacy policy accuracy, Zimmeck et al. [7] investigated the same types of data, and noted that these data types are legally protected through various laws and prior court cases in the United States. They however differentiated between first-party collection practice from third-party sharing practice, where third-party sharing means collection by third party through a software library embedded into the app. We combine these practices into a single collection practice for simplicity because from app users’ perspective, personal data leaves the device and gets collected from
them through the app either way. Slavin et al. [11] in comparison chose to analyze collection of location, network, and device identifier data.

### 5.3 Sentence Selection

Sentences are the basic unit for human understanding of language meaning. We extract a list of sentences from a policy and apply bullet-point patching, as described in Section 4.2. However, only a small number of sentences from the policy would be about a data practice we are interested in. Passing all sentences to the machine learning classifier further down the pipeline for classification would introduce a large amount of noise due to irrelevant features and impact classification performance. Instead, the approach we take is to select only sentences that are likely to be about a data practice and filter out the rest. We want to be conservative in this selection process so that we do not mistakenly filter out sentences actually describing the data practice.

Since we chose to investigate collection practices of location, contacts, and device identifier data, we select sentences related to each data type based on keywords specific to that data type, as shown in Table 5.1. If any of the keywords for a data type appears in a sentence, we select that sentence for further classification. For device identifier data, we require device/devices and one of id, identifier, ids, identifiers to both appear in the sentence. If no sentences are selected for a data type, then we directly classify the policy as not claiming collection for that data type.

We compiled these keywords by manually reading through policy samples to understand how each data type is referred to in privacy policies, and through our knowledge of the Android APIs used to access these data types. This keyword-based approach for selecting potentially relevant sentences, also used in [7], works because there are only a limited number of ways in which these data types can be referred to in text. Wilson et al. [19] in contrast applied machine learning to find the top-\(k\) text segments related to a data practice, but a training dataset is required in their case.

There are certain cases where not only the selected sentence but also the sentence that directly precedes is required to capture a full meaning. For example,

*We collect information from and about the devices you use to access the Services. This includes things like IP addresses, the type of browser and device you use, the web page you*
Table 5.2: Policies containing at least one selected sentence and average number of selected sentences as a percentage of average total number of sentences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>13,366</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>3,252</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device ID</td>
<td>7,424</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

visited before coming to our sites, and identifiers associated with your devices.

The second sentence would be selected using the keyword selection process, but the first sentence is also needed to capture the full meaning related to device identifier collection. We select the preceding sentence if the following condition holds true for the sentence selected using keywords: if this/such and include/includes both appear in the first six words of the sentence. This is of course not a bullet-proof approach as it could miss certain cases. Furthermore, it is theoretically possible for non-consecutive sentences to be closely related semantically as well. We leave this as an investigation for future work.

In Table 5.2, we show statistics for policies from the 33K dataset containing selected sentences for each data type. An average of 24.8% of policies contain at least one selected sentences. This means we can classify the rest 75.8% of the policies as not claiming data practice directly in the sentence selection step without passing them further to machine learning classifiers, because no potentially relevant sentences are found in those policies. The statistics also show that we select an average of 2.7% of policy sentences. By doing so, we significantly reduce the amount of irrelevant features that would be processed by machine learning classifiers if we were to select all sentences.

5.4 Crowdsourcing

To train a machine learning classifier for classification, we need a sizable labelled training dataset in order to achieve reasonable classification performance. Previous work on Android privacy policy accuracy by Zimmeck et al. [7] relied on a training dataset of 115 expert-annotated website policies (or OPP-115 dataset) [10], which was also used by [15] for training classifiers. We have two concerns over the use of this OPP-115 dataset:

1. Policies in this dataset are website policies, and thus not Android-specific.

Some but not all websites have respective Android services, and those that do may or may not include a section explain Android data practices within their website policy. In addition, all data practice annotations for OPP-115 were mostly performed from a website’s perspective. Therefore,
whether the OPP-115 dataset is appropriate for training classifiers used to classify Android privacy policies is questionable.

2. Size of the dataset.

Another work by Zimmeck and Bellovin [20] on privacy policy classification revealed that classifier performance improves with the number of training samples. For practical real-world use of our classifiers by government regulators or app developers, we would want to use a much larger training dataset to achieve high classification performance. As noted by Wilson et al. in the OPP-115 work [10], a more scalable and less labor-intensive approach than manual annotation by experts is needed for large-scale policy annotations. The authors then proceeded to explore the crowdsourcing option for annotating privacy policies and reached the conclusion that crowdsourcing privacy policy annotations is a viable approach [19].

To address those concerns on previous work, we employ crowdsourcing to compile Android-specific policy training samples for each of the three classifiers used for classifying collection practices of location, contacts, and device identifier data. This crowdsourcing experiment was approved by a University of Toronto Research Ethics Board.

5.4.1 Task Design

We run three similar sets of crowdsourcing tasks, each gathering training samples for a machine learning classifier that classifies collection practice of a specific data type (Section 5.2) in our study. We use the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk, Section x) crowdsourcing platform, the same platform used by [19]. The task webpage contains an instruction section and a task section.

The description in the instruction section changes slightly to cater to each data type, but remains the same for all tasks related to the same data type, which means crowdworkers only need to read instructions once for each set of tasks. Here is an example instruction section used for tasks related to location data:

*Please complete this task if you are an Android or iOS smartphone user.*

*You will be shown privacy policies (linked externally) of different Android applications (e.g. Instagram, Uber).*

*For each policy, you will read parts of each privacy policy from the perspective of a user of that application.*

*The purpose of the policy is to tell you what personal information the application collects from you, the user. For this set of tasks, we are interested in the collection of mobile device*
location information, which is related to GPS, WiFi access point, or cell tower signals of your smartphone device that allow the application to track your device location.

All keywords possibly related to mobile device location are highlighted in yellow. You will only need to read the sentences/paragraphs surrounding those highlighted keywords. Note that there may be multiple highlighted words, so please scroll down to the end of each policy.

After reading, you will label the policy using the radio buttons according to whether you think the policy claims that the underlying application collects device location information from you.

By completing this HIT, you accept the participation agreement presented here.

The task section contains 10 labelling questions, each consisted of a hyperlink to a different external Android privacy policy webpage (opened in a new browser tab), and 4 labelling options in the form of radio buttons. Workers will read each policy webpage and then choose one of the four labelling options (described below). Each policy webpage is hosted on our private server, and is a processed version of the original downloaded webpage (Section 4.1) with irrelevant webpage content removed (Section 4.2). In addition, keywords (Table 5.1) related to the data type for the task are highlighted in the webpage so that workers can focus on text surrounding those keywords.

These webpages correspond to policies randomly selected from those that were determined to contain at least one potentially relevant sentence in Section 5.3. The four labelling options are: Collection, No Collection, Not Relevant, and Unclear, which are similar to labels used in the work by Wilson et al. [19] on crowdsourcing privacy policy annotations. The labels stay the same for all task questions and for all tasks within the same set. For tasks in different sets, i.e. targeting different data types, the label descriptions are modified to match the data type. The following is an example of a task question shown to a crowdworker for labelling collection practice of location data:

Application Privacy Policy 1

- **Collection**: Claims that the application collects my mobile device location information.
- **No collection**: Claims that the application does not collect my mobile device location information.
- **Not relevant**: None of the highlighted keywords refers to device location.
- **Unclear**: Is really unclear about whether the application collects device location information from me, e.g. due to contradictory claims, or ambiguous wording.

*Collection* and *No Collection* labels are to be used when the policy explicit states that collection

---

1 We used GitHub Pages, [https://pages.github.com](https://pages.github.com), for our server service.
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Assignments per task 5
Reward per assignment US $0.20
Worker approval rating >95%
Task duration 1 hour

Table 5.3: Task settings on MTurk

takes place or collection does not take place. Not Relevant should be used when none of the highlighted sentences are related to the collection practice, which could happen because our selected sentences (Section 5.3) are not guaranteed to be relevant. Unclear is used to mark a case where the worker cannot decide on one of the other three labels due to various reasons related to text ambiguity.

MTurk settings used for crowdsourcing tasks are listed in Table 5.3. We assign five workers to each unique task, and pay 0.20 US dollars for each assignment. This means five workers will work on each of the labelling questions, giving us five labels per policy. We require a worker task approval rating of over 95% and give a 1-hour time limit for each task.

5.4.2 Quality Control

While the work by Wilson et al. [19] on crowdsourcing privacy policy annotations showed that there were few bogus answers entered by crowdworkers as verified through manual inspection, crowdsourcing works in other domains have cast doubt on the work quality of crowdworkers. Wais et al. [33] concluded that most crowdworkers do not contribute high-quality work in classifying business listings, and McCreadie et al. [34] revealed the existence of computer programs or bots for entering spam answers on crowdsourcing tasks. Various works [33, 35, 34, 36] emphasized the importance of quality control in crowdsourcing, and offered strategies for filtering out low-quality answers. Manual quality verification utilized by Wilson et al. [19] was only performed a total of 260 task submissions. The scalability and effectiveness of manual verification on a larger number of submissions is debatable. We, in contrast, explore automated quality control mechanisms in this study.

We divide the concern over quality of crowdsourcing results into two parts:

1. Is a worker capable of performing a task?
   If a worker does not possess the background knowledge or the ability required for a task, i.e. in our case the ability to understand English privacy policy language and some knowledge about smartphones, then that worker’s work carries little value to us.

2. Is a worker paying attention to a task?
   Though a worker might be capable of performing a task perfectly, if such worker is not giving the best effort, or even enters spam answers, then their answers will not be useful to us either.
To combat Concern #2, we employ two mechanisms: work-duration check and link-click check. Work-duration check, as suggested by Mason et al. [35], examines the amount of time a worker spends on a task. We estimate an absolute minimum amount of time needed to access the policy webpage, read through highlighted parts of the policy text, and then choose a label. We give a conservative estimate of 5 seconds per labelling question for a total of 50 seconds per task. If a worker spends less than 50 seconds on a task, then we reject the worker’s task submission for suspicion of spamming. Link-click check verifies whether a worker actually clicks on the policy hyperlink in each labelling question. If a link is not clicked on by the worker, we discard worker’s label for the labelling question containing the link. We reject a task submission if at least two links are unclicked; we allow one missed link-click as long as the rest of the answers pass the rest of our filtering mechanisms.

As a means to combat both concerns, we employ control questions (policies) for which we have gold-standard labels, as recommended by MTurk’s official best-practice guide for requesters [37]. Gold-standard labels are those obtained from people with expert knowledge on the labelling questions. The authoritative source for privacy policy labelling has been lawyers in prior works [19, 10, 20]. To come up with gold-standard labels for control questions, we sought assistance from an expert, a law graduate student, to read and label a number of policies for each of the data types, through the MTurk platform as well. For each task given to workers, we mix in 3 control questions out of 10 labelling questions in total. The placement of these control questions in the group of 10 questions are chosen at random, so workers will not able to find patterns in question placement. We select control questions from a pool based on the gold-standard label. We choose one question with each of the “Collection”, “No Collection”, and “Not Relevant” labels, for a total of three control questions. This way, we can test workers’ understanding of all labels, aside from the “Unclear” label. If a worker gives the wrong label for any of the control questions, we reject the worker’s entire task submission because we consider them to lack understanding of one or more labels, the policy text, or the task in general.

We give an estimate on the probability that a spam submission consisted of 10 randomly selected labels mistakenly passes our control-question filter. If a worker guesses only from one of the three labels used in our control questions, then the probability of getting one control question correct with a random guess is $\frac{1}{3}$. To pass all three control questions, three correct random guesses are needed, with a probability of $(\frac{1}{3})^3$ or 3.7%. If a worker guesses the “Unclear” label as well, the probability drops down to 1.6%. These probabilities are taken after workers pass the work-duration and link-click checks, which may have filtered out some spam submissions already; we thus expect the actual probabilities to be lower.
5.4.3 Label Acceptance

We obtain five accepted labels for each policy from five different workers after all task submissions have been verified through quality control. We accept a label, meaning we add the policy-label pair to the training dataset used to train our machine learning classifier, if all five labels agree. If there is at least one disagreeing label, we consider there to be some uncertainty with the label choice among workers. We thus exclude such policy-label pair from our training dataset in that case because we would like our training dataset to be as clean as possible with high-quality (high-confidence) samples in order to maximize classifier performance. In contrast, Wilson et al. [19] found the 80% crowdworker agreement rate (8 out of 10 in their experiment) to be a reasonable threshold for accepting labels.

Once we accept a label, we also add the respective policy for use in our pool of control questions, and treat the accepted label as if it was the gold-standard label. We take this approach for two reasons:

1. To boost the size of the control-question pool.
   In our specific situation, we have available to us a limited number of existing control questions obtained from the expert. A small pool of control questions makes it more likely for workers to see heavily repeated control questions. Repeated control questions are prone to repeated brute-force attempts by workers, who may end up guessing the gold-standard labels in several attempts to bypass quality control, without actually understanding the policy text. This proposed strategy for boosting control questions could potentially be useful if the total number of labelling questions is much greater than the number of available control questions, in which case workers are more likely to encounter the same control questions repeatedly.

2. To further verify accepted labels.
   A label is accepted when all five workers agree on it. This exact number of agreements was set arbitrarily to five. It could however be the case that the sixth worker would disagree with the label agreed by the first five workers. When a policy with an accepted label is shown to more workers as a control question, in a way it receives more label confirmation. If a task submission gets rejected due to this policy because the worker gives a different label from the already accepted label, we allow the worker to explain their label choice for this policy through email (as explained in Section 5.4.4). If we determine that their explanation makes sense, we then reverse the rejection (if this was the only failed control question), accept the worker’s label in addition to the five previously accepted labels for this policy, and remove the policy in question from the control-question pool. This type of worker self-correction strategy was mentioned in [35] as a quality assurance practice for crowdsourcing.
5.4.4 Task Submission Rejection

We reject task submissions that fail to pass quality control. MTurk enables requesters to leave a rejection message explaining the reason for rejection. We give the following types of rejection messages:

1. *Suspected spam answers due to short work time.*

2. *Failed automated answer quality test due to your label for Policy 1* (link: https://...). *If you think this was a mistake, please reply with your reasoning for your choice of label for this policy. Thank you.*

When workers fail on one of the control questions, we tell them in the rejection message exactly which control question it was, and give them a chance to explain their choice of label through email communication. It is important to give a detailed rejection message. In preliminary experiments where we did not explain the rejection reason well, many workers would send in email inquiries, making it a burden on us to manually reply to each email.

5.4.5 Crowdsourcing Results

We show a breakdown of approved and rejected task assignments in Table 5.4. On average, 60.8% of task assignments were approved which passed all quality control mechanisms we have in place. 13.5% rejected assignments failed our attention-related checks – work-duration check and link-click check. We consider workers from these task assignments as task spammers since they do not at least intend to put in useful work. This is a significant percentage considering we set a limit on worker approval rating to be at least 95%. The rest 25.7% rejected assignments constitute those that failed to pass one or more control questions. These statistics reinforce the concern over crowdworker quality cast by prior crowdsourcing works in other domains such as [33, 34], and the necessity for crowdsourcing quality control [33, 35, 34, 36].

We show accepted policy labels we obtained through crowdsourcing in Table 5.5. On average, crowdworkers agreed upon the same label for 67.0% of the labelling questions, and thus we accepted policy labels from crowdworkers with a rate of 67.0%. As a comparison, Wilson et al. [19] deemed an 80%
Table 5.5: Accepted labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device ID</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>67.0%</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Comparison between labels by crowdworkers and an expert on 40 random policies

Workers disagree with each other 5
Workers agree with expert 32
Workers disagree with expert 3

(versus 100% for us) worker agreement as an appropriate threshold for accepting labels, and found 56.0% (131/234) of labelling questions meeting this threshold.

We give an estimate on how well labels obtained through crowdsourcing match with gold-standard labels obtained from the expert (Table 5.6). We acquired gold-standard labels for 40 random policies, in addition to those used in the control questions, from the same expert as in Section 5.4.2. Workers agreed on 35 of the policy labels, 32 (91.4%) of which matched with the labels given by the expert. Wilson et al. [19] reported a worker-expert consensus rate of 95.9% (118/123) with an 80% (8/10) worker agreement threshold, and up to 97.7% (42/43) with an 100% worker agreement threshold. In their case, however, a total of 5 expert labels were obtained for each labelling instance, and only instances with 80% (4/5) expert agreement rate were used in the worker-expert consensus rate statistics.

As explained in Section 5.4.3, we employ a worker self-correction strategy that utilizes accepted policy-label pairs as control questions. We in total reversed the rejection for 8 task assignments after workers emailed us explaining their label for a control question involved. The 8 mistakenly accepted labels used in these control questions make up 0.4% of all 2,254 accepted labels in total. The average times the control question involved was used prior to rejection reversal, and thus removal from the control-question pool, ranges from 8 to 37, with a mean of 10 and an average of 14. Most of the emails we received from workers were unrelated to them explaining their label choice, and therefore we would have received these regardless of the use of self-correction strategy. The relevant emails we did receive were a small fraction, and we consider handling of these emails to not require significant human effort.

We incorporate previous works to help us understand the issue of worker-expert label disagreement and the quality of crowdsourced privacy policy labels. Reidenberg et al. [9] investigated the interpretation of privacy policies by privacy policy experts, knowledgeable users, and crowdworkers. Their study found that due to the ambiguous wording in privacy policies, there exist discrepancies in the interpretation of privacy policy language among experts, and between experts and the other groups. This was
supported by Wilson et al. [19] who showed that not only did crowdworkers struggle to find agreement, skill annotators (law graduate students) whose labels were considered the gold-standards, failed to agree, even with a loose 80% (4/5) agreement threshold, on 23.1% (54/234) of the labelling instances.

With the inherent ambiguity in privacy policies, we thus cannot claim that crowdworkers are definitely incorrect on those 3 (8.6%) labels that differ from the expert’s. It is possible that those cases fall into the category where even experts would disagree. Even if it turns out that multiple experts agree on a label different from the one crowdworkers agree on, the reason could be that crowdworkers have a different interpretation from the experts. If that is the case, it becomes debatable whether we would want to prefer crowdworkers’ interpretation over experts’ interpretation. In our crowdsourcing tasks, as part of the instructions, we ask workers to work on the tasks if they are iOS or Android smartphone users, who are the exact population the Android privacy policies are supposed to target. The eventual goal for crowdsourced labels is to train a classifier to classify meaning of the policy, as part of the policy accuracy evaluation process. It could be argued that policy accuracy should be evaluated with respect to how real-world smartphone users understand the policies. Despite these potentially ambiguous instances, crowdworkers agree with the expert on 91.4% (32/35) of the labels, giving us baseline confidence that crowdsourced labels represent reasonably accurate interpretations of privacy policies.

The eight mistakenly accepted labels could also be attributed to the vagueness in the policy causing differing interpretations of crowdworkers. The severity of the vagueness can be linked to the number of different crowdworker labels required to find a disagreement. We decide label acceptance based on five labels per policy but that is not guaranteed to discover ambiguity in all policies.

Finally, we give a brief cost comparison for labelling done by crowdworkers and experts. On average, the crowdworkers spent 335.1 seconds per task, or 33.5 seconds per label, while the expert spent 150.3 seconds per label. With an average hourly earning estimate of US $65.5 for lawyers according to [38], the cost per label by the expert is $2.74, while our cost per crowdsourced label is $0.02.

5.5 Classifier Training

With policy-label pairs obtained through crowdsourcing (Section 5.4), we are now able to train machine learning classifiers to perform binary classification on whether a given policy claims a certain data practice or not. There are thus 2 classification classes: positive class and negative class. Positive class indicates that the policy claims the data practice, while negative class indicates that the policy does not mention or claim this data practice. From the policy-label pairs obtained through crowdsourcing, we ignore policy samples from the “Unclear” class. We combine samples with “No Collection” label and “Not
Relevant" label into the negative class. Samples with "Collection" label form the positive class. Details of label and class distributions are displayed in Table 5.7. For the device identifier data type, there are few negative instances; in other words, if a policy mentions keywords related to device identifier, the vast majority of the time, it talks about collection of device identifier data.

We experiment with a number of machine learning classifiers: Multinomial Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [39]. These classifiers were used in prior privacy policy classification works such as [7, 15, 20, 10]. We extract features from selected sentences (Section 5.3) of each policy by converting textual inputs into numerical inputs usable by classifiers. Like in previous works, we lemmatize\(^2\) each word to group together different forms of the same word into its base form, and use frequencies of n-grams (consecutive word sequence of length \(n\)) as features for NB, SVM, and LR. For NB, we further normalize frequencies using tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) as proposed in [40] and also verified by us experimentally to provide noticeable improvement in classification performance. The tf-idf scheme adjusts the weighting of the n-gram frequencies according to the importance of the n-grams as measured by term frequency and document frequency. For CNN, words from selected sentences are converted into word embedding vectors (without lemmatization) before passed to the classifier [39].

We point out the training dataset imbalance issue present in our dataset. For example, for location data, the positive class contains 78.4% of the samples while the negative class contains 21.5% (Table 5.7). The same issue was also commonly existent in [7] and similar privacy policy classification works relying on the OPP-115 dataset [10] for training classifiers, yet received little attention. Dataset imbalance refers to the phenomenon that samples in some label classes are significantly outnumbered by samples in other classes. As described in [41], dataset imbalance causes classifiers to be biased towards majority classes and misclassifying minority classes; this in turn degrades performance of data mining and machine learning techniques. We experiment with the oversampling strategy for handling dataset imbalance.

\(^2\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemmatisation
Normal & Over \\
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Effect of oversampling on performance \( (F_{1,\text{pos}}, F_{1,\text{neg}}) \) of location collection classification

as discussed in various surveys on the imbalance issue [41, 42, 43]. Oversampling involves randomly replicating minority-class samples and adding them to the dataset until the class distributions become equal.

We select the best performing classifier based on 10-fold cross validation. We split the training dataset into 10 roughly equal folds. We then hold out 1 fold, train our classifier using the other 9 folds, and evaluate classifier performance using the held-out fold. This step is repeated 10 times with each fold used once as the held-out fold, and we obtain an average classifier performance over the 10 iterations. We evaluate the 10-fold cross-validation performance of each classifier (with best tested hyperparameters) on the training dataset, and select the classifier with the best performance.

We keep track of 2 classifier performance metrics: the \( F_1 \)-score (as explained in Section x) of the positive class \( (F_{1,\text{pos}}) \) and the \( F_1 \)-score of the negative class \( (F_{1,\text{neg}}) \). We use \( F_{1,\text{neg}} \) as the main performance metric for classifier selection similar to [7]. As explained by Zimmeck et al. [7], privacy regulators would use automated policy accuracy verification tools to perform a preliminary scan for suspicious cases of policy inaccuracy, and then manually investigate each case to confirm such inaccuracy. The automated verification process looks for data practices occurring in the app but not disclosed in the policy, and thus we do not want to miss the case where a data practice takes place in the app, but the classifier misclassifies a non-disclosing policy (negative class) as a positive class. On the other hand, if a data practice both takes place in the app and gets disclosed in the policy (positive class), but the classifier misclassifies the policy as the negative class, it would simply result in extra manual work by regulators to verify that this was a false inaccuracy instance due to classifier misclassification. Therefore, \( F_{1,\text{neg}} \) carries more importance from the perspective of privacy regulators; this emphasize of classification performance on one class over the other in binary classification is similar to that applied in an application like fraud detection where it is more important to detect the fraudulent case than the non-fraudulent one.

We evaluate classifier performances \( (F_{1,\text{pos}}, F_{1,\text{neg}}) \) over 10-fold cross validation on classifying location collection (Table 5.8). For NB, SVM, and LR, oversampling did not result in noticeable improvement on classification performance. For CNN, however, oversampling improved \( F_{1,\text{neg}} \) by 3.6%. Overall, CNN with dataset oversampling achieved the best \( F_{1,\text{pos}} \) and \( F_{1,\text{neg}} \). In preparation for the study, we thus
Table 5.9: Classification performance ($F_{1,pos}$, $F_{1,neg}$) as compared with existing works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Device ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmeck et al. [7]</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Correlation between classifier performance ($F_{1,pos}$, $F_{1,neg}$) and training set size for each classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>$F_{1,pos}$</th>
<th>$F_{1,neg}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We show CNN’s cross-validation performance on location and contacts data in Table 5.9. For device identifier collection, there were not enough negative samples for cross validation. We show an improvement in classifier performance over the work of Zimmeck et al. [7] on Android privacy policy accuracy (Table 5.9). We discuss these results from the following aspects:

- Crowdsourced policy labels did not harm classification performance. When compared to expert-annotated policy samples used by Zimmeck et al. [7], crowdworker-labelled samples did not result in worse classification performance. The high $F_1$ scores indicate semantic separability between policies with different crowdsourced labels, as intended by the label usage. This further corroborates our confidence in the quality of crowdsourced labels in addition to the high crowdworker-expert consensus rate discussed in Section 5.4.5.

- A larger training set improves classification performance. Zimmeck et al. [7] used a dataset of 115 policies, whereas we have 1,657 for location and 414 for contacts. In Figure 5.1, we show $F_{1,pos}$ and $F_{1,neg}$ for location collection as we vary training set size from 10% to 100%. We observe, in general, better performance with larger training datasets. We calculated linear correlation coefficients (0 indicates no correlation, -1/+1 indicates perfect correlation) between classifier performance and dataset size in Table 5.10, and found relatively strong positive correlation. This confirms the conclusion by Zimmeck and Bellovin [20] that classifier performance improves with the number of training samples in privacy policy classification tasks, and reiterates the need for a scalable policy labelling solution such as crowdsourcing.

- We note that Zimmeck et al. [7] included in their performance measurements policies not containing any selected sentences. These policies were automatically given the negative class, just like in our work, and did not require classification by machine learning classifiers. The inclusion of
Figure 5.1: Classification performance versus training set size

those policies could possibly misrepresent the true classification performance of the classifier. Our datasets do not contain this type of policies since policies in our crowdsourcing tasks were chosen randomly from those that contain at least one selected sentence.

5.6 App Analysis

App analysis checks whether a data practice takes place in the app’s software code. As stated in Section 5.2, we focus on the collection practices of location, contacts, and device identifier data in our study. We
To study Android privacy policy accuracy, we require a dataset of policy-APK pairs such that the app’s APK file is downloaded at the same time as when the app’s privacy policy webpage is downloaded. However, we do not have such a dataset readily available to us.

---

3 https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/FlowDroid
4 https://pscout.csl.toronto.edu/downloads.php
5 https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/SuSi
6 https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/providers/content-provider-basics.html
Table 5.12: Policy inaccuracies caused by collection through first-party and third-party code package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy-APK pairs</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inaccuracies</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st + 3rd</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13: Most popular third-party libraries causing policy inaccuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>com.flurry.sdk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>com.facebook.Request$Serializer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device ID</td>
<td>com.fiksu.asotracking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We take the following approach to obtain a dataset, using APK snapshots from the Playdrone project \[25\] and policy webpages from Archive.org \[8\]. We first compile a list of Android app IDs corresponding to the 33K privacy policies gathered in Section 4.2. These IDs represent the list of apps with valid English privacy policies as of August 2016. We look for apps with these app IDs in the Playdrone dataset, which provides a snapshot of both app metadata (including privacy policy URL) and the respective app APK file captured on the same date, October 31, 2014. For each data type, apps that do not request the Android permission for accessing that data type (e.g. READ_CONTACTS permission for accessing contacts) are discarded. We download APKs from Playdrone for apps requesting permissions of each data type, and then use Archive.org, which provides past snapshots of webpages, to download respective privacy policy webpages using policy URLs from Playdrone app metadata. However, Archive.org does not always store a privacy policy webpage snapshot from October 31, 2014, the Playdrone APK snapshot date. We thus search for the closest snapshot date from Archive.org, and if that date is more than 60 days apart from October 31, 2014, we discard this policy-APK pair in question from our study. We arbitrarily set a date-difference limit of 60 days with an assumption that neither app functionality nor privacy policy content changes drastically within a 60-day period such that the downloaded policy webpage from Archive.org is in fact the wrong version intended for the Playdrone APK. We show a breakdown of the policy-APK dataset in Table 5.11. The median number of days between policy snapshot date and APK snapshot date in the dataset is 17 (1st quartile: 5, 3rd quartile: 25).

As shown in the study results in Table 5.12, an average of 59.5% of apps did not disclose data collection across three data types, and thus failed to provide accurate privacy policies. 86.6% of the non-disclosures were due to collection in third-party libraries embedded into the main app by the app developer. This reinforces a previous finding by Balebako et al. \[31\] that app developers generally are unaware of the

\[7\]https://archive.org/details/android_apps&tab=about
\[8\]https://archive.org
privacy practices of third-party libraries. We list in Table 5.13 the top third-party libraries resulting in policy inaccuracy. 14.7% of the non-disclosures were due to collection in the first-party library. These are due to app developers not disclosing collection practices implemented by themselves.

### 5.8 Implementation Details

#### 5.8.1 Crowdsourcing

Our MTurk task page mostly consists of static elements, except for the 10 privacy policy URLs that get changed for every task. These URLs are passed to MTurk through the CSV file we upload that defines each batch of tasks. The uploaded CSV file consists of 11 columns (fields), 10 of which are the URLs. The last field consists of three integers (e.g. 4-9-1) indicating the indices of the three control questions with gold-standard labels of Not Relevant, No Collection, and Collection in that order. This field is not used by the task page, but when we process worker results to decide task acceptance or rejection. In each labelling question, the radio buttons capture workers’ label selection, and outputs that selection in the result CSV file that we download from MTurk. In addition, we embed a Javascript click-event to the privacy policy hyperlink in each labelling question to capture worker’s clicks. When workers click on the hyperlink, a hidden boolean field will be set to true; this hidden field also gets recorded in the result CSV.

After workers complete a task, we access their results through the downloaded result CSV file which contains the 3 indices and the 10 worker labels. For each index, we check whether workers’ label for that policy index matches with the gold-standard label. In the 4-9-1 example, the label for the 4th policy must be Not Relevant, and for the 9th policy, the No Collection label. The result CSV file also contains a field for workers’ total work duration for each task, provided by MTurk, that we use for quality control. In addition, the link-click boolean fields in the result CSV file are also checked.

#### 5.8.2 Machine Learning

We use classifier implementations of NB (sklearn.naive_bayes.MultinomialNB), SVM (sklearn.svm.SVC with linear kernel), and LR (sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression) from Python.
scikit-learn\footnote{https://scikit-learn.org/stable} library \cite{scikit-learn}; for CNN, we reuse the original implementation\footnote{https://github.com/yoonkim/CNN_sentence} by Kim et al. \cite{kim2014convolutional} and performed model training on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB graphics card. We tokenize each sentence into words with \texttt{nltk.word_tokenize} and lemmatize each word with \texttt{nltk.stem.WordNetLemmatizer} from Python NLTK library \cite{nltk}. \texttt{sklearn.feature_extraction.text.CountVectorizer} is used to obtain n-grams from a list of words and \texttt{sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfTransformer} for normalizing n-gram frequencies using tf-idf. We use n-grams of lengths 1, 2 and 3 as features. Furthermore, oversampling is realized through \texttt{imblearn.over_sampling.RandomOverSampler} from Python \texttt{imblearn} library \cite{imbalancelearn}, and dataset splits in 10-fold cross validation through \texttt{sklearn.model_selection.StratifiedKFold}. In Table 5.14, we show the hyperparameters of each classifier that we experimented during performance evaluation. We changed the CNN filter sizes used by Kim et al. \cite{kim2014convolutional} from \{3,4,5\} to \{1,2,3,4,5\} and left the other parts of the model unchanged.

5.8.3 Flowdroid

Flowdroid takes in a list of source and sink APIs for detecting data flows. In the case of location and device identifier data, the source APIs are used exclusively for accessing these data. In contrast, contacts data can be accessed through an Android content provider API (\texttt{android.content.ContentResolver.query}) that takes in an \texttt{android.net.URI} object as one of the parameters. The content provider manages accesses to a wide range of Android data, and the access data type is specified using the URI parameter. Therefore, when Flowdroid detects a data flow originating from the content provider API, we need to verify the URI parameter to determine whether in fact contacts data is accessed. We insert the code from Listing 5.1 to Flowdroid to extract the URI parameter information.
Listing 5.1: Code added to Flowdroid to extract content provider URI information

```
Stmt stmt = source.getStmt();
Local arg = (Local) stmt.getInvokeExpr().getArg(0);
// check if source is the content provider API
if (arg.getType().toString().equals("android.net.Uri")) {
    CompleteUnitGraph unitGraph = new CompleteUnitGraph(
        (JimpleBody) iCfg.getMethodOf(stmt).retrieveActiveBody());
    SimpleLocalDefs localDefs = new SimpleLocalDefs(unitGraph);
    // get where the URI parameter has been defined
    List<Unit> argDefs = localDefs.getDefsOfAt(arg, stmt);
    // log the last assignment of the URI parameter
    logger.info("source: " + argDefs.get(argDefs.size() - 1).toString());
}
```
Policy Understandability

Policy understandability of an Android privacy policy refers to whether users of the app are able to understand the policy text and thus the data practices disclosed in the policy. If users are unable to understand the text, then the policy fails to provide proper notice to users, who in turn will not be able to make an informed choice as intended by the notice-and-choice framework. Privacy laws, like PIPEDA (Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act) in Canada, consider a user’s consent (choice) to be valid only if it is reasonable to expect that the user is able to understand the privacy notice [49]. A previous study on website privacy policies showed that policies could contain vague language that is difficult to interpret [8, 9]. Another study found that the stronger a user believes in having understood a website privacy policy, the more he/she trusts the website [50]. In this study, we aim to gauge the understandability of Android privacy policies.

The first means we investigate understandability is through a calculated numerical score of text readability based on complexity of words and sentences in the text. Previous works on calculating privacy policy readability scores have mostly focused on website policies [22, 21]. Massey et al. [22] manually extracted text from 2,061 website policy webpages and evaluated readability scores. Jensen and Potts [21] evaluated readability scores both manually and using Microsoft Word on 64 website policies. Sunyaev et al. [23] calculated readability scores for privacy policies of 183 health-related iOS and Android apps. We differentiate our work on readability scores with previous works in the following major ways:

- We provide a large-scale readability study over 33K Android privacy policies.
- We automate the extraction of policy text from the policy webpage (Section 4.2).
- We exclude partial sentences from readability score calculations.
The second means we investigate understandability is through the labels obtained from crowdworkers in Section 5.4. In the crowdsourcing tasks, we asked workers to read policy text and choose a label about whether they think the policy claims collection of personal data. We look into specific cases where their labels differ. When the labels agree, we consider the policy text to be easy to understand since everyone comes to the same interpretation of the text. However, when they disagree, we consider the text to contain some ambiguity leading to differing interpretations. We investigate and give insights about the possible causes of this ambiguity.

6.1 Readability Metrics

We use a popular readability metric, Flesch-Kincaid grade level (FGL) [51], which measures the number of years of education required to understand the text, as the main metric in our study. Flesch reading ease score (FRES) [52], a readability metric equivalent to FGL, is used to regulate the complexity of insurance policies in the US [21]. FGL was the only readability measure used in all of [22, 21, 23]. In our study, we give a brief comparison between FGL and two other similar well-known metrics also used in previous works [22, 21, 23] — automated readability index (ARI) [53], and SMOG [54]. The FGL is calculated as follows:

\[
0.39 \left( \frac{\text{total words}}{\text{total sentences}} \right) + 11.8 \left( \frac{\text{total syllables}}{\text{total words}} \right) - 15.59
\]

To calculate the readability score for a policy, we first extract the list of sentences from the policy webpage (Section 4.2). As shown in the formula above, the number of sentences in the policy plays a major role in the readability score calculation. Therefore, if the sentence count was miscalculated, the readability score would be inaccurate. We thus exclude incomplete sentences from the readability calculations. Sentences not ending with a sentence-ending punctuation (i.e. period, question mark, or exclamation mark) are excluded. We also exclude the first sentence from each bullet point. Patching bullet points (Section 4.2) would not be appropriate because patching involves inserting additional text to the policy and might affect word and syllable counts in the readability score calculation. Our readability score calculations were implemented following the strategies used in the open-source project by Wim Muskee [55]. We then verified our calculation results to match those produced by [55].
### Table 6.1: Text readability grade levels measured by FGL, ARI, and SMOG on 33K policy dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>FGL</th>
<th>ARI</th>
<th>SMOG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Text readability grade levels measured by FGL, ARI, and SMOG on 33K policy dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Level</th>
<th>&lt; High school</th>
<th>High school</th>
<th>Some college</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult population</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone users</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult smartphone-user population</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: US adult and smartphone-user population (in percentage) by education level

#### 6.2 Study Results

##### 6.2.1 Policy Readability

We calculate FGL, ARI, and SMOG for the 33K policy dataset (Table 6.1). The median FGL is 12.6 with an IQR (interquartile range, the difference between 1st quartile and 3rd quartile) of 2.8. ARI and SMOG have median grade levels of 13.5 and 14.5. As evident here, different choices of readability scores will result in slightly different estimates of grade levels.

We put these scores into context by estimating what percentage of policies are readable by users with different education levels. We obtain from US Census Bureau [56] statistics of US adult population by education level in 2017. We also obtain from Pew Research Centre [57] statistics of US smartphone ownership rate by education level in 2018, from which we estimate US adult smartphone-user population by education level (Table 6.2).

We estimate the grade levels of these education groups the same way as Jenson and Potts [21] and show the percentage of policies readable by each group in Table 6.3. US adult smartphone users with less than high school education (6.3% of the adult population) are only able to read about 22.7% of the Android privacy policies; 38.2% for users with a high school education (19.9% of the adult population). These statistics show that the majority of Android privacy policies are likely difficult to read for users with a high school education or less, constituting 26.2% of the US adult population. 72.5%\(^1\) of US teenagers aged 13 to 17 are smartphone users as of 2015 [58], and suffer the same readability issue as adult population with less than high school education – only able to read 22.7% of privacy policies. We plot the average policy readability score versus number of app installations in Figure 6.1. Apps with higher popularity interact with more users and so do the privacy policies of these apps. However, the graph shows that apps with the most installations have the least readable policies. A linear correlation

\(^1\)We take the average between 71% for boys and 74% for girls.
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#### Table 6.3: Android privacy policies readable by education level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade level</th>
<th>&lt; High school</th>
<th>High school</th>
<th>Some college</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policies readable %</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Readability score (1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartile) versus number of app installations

of 0.67 was found between median FGL and log-normalized installation counts.

These results reveal the potential need for regulations on the readability scores of Android privacy policies so that proper notice intended by the notice-and-choice framework can become accessible for more users.

#### 6.2.2 Policy Ambiguity

We further look into label disagreement among crowdworkers to investigate policy ambiguity and understandability. We divide label disagreement into three categories:

1. *Not Relevant* is among one of the labels, and so is *Collection* or *No Collection*. In this case, we observed that workers disagreed on whether the policy actually refers to the collection of mobile-specific data. Certain Android apps share the same privacy policy with their respective website services. If such policy discloses collection of website-related data as well as Android-specific data, this could potentially cause confusion. For example, location data could refer to both Android location data, and user’s geographical location provided through a website’s registration form. This confusion between website and mobile data practices could cause some users to label *Collection/No Collection* and others to label *Not Relevant*.

2. *Collection* and *No Collection* both exist in the label set. This indicates that there is a contradiction
Table 6.4: Distribution (in percentage) of the three described categories of label disagreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Relevant versus Collection/No Collection</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection versus No Collection</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or ambiguous wording in the policy’s claim regarding data collection. Some workers interpret the policy as claiming collection, while others interpret it as claiming no collection. We show relevant sentences from a policy example that falls into this category:

*Does the Application collect precise real time location information of the device?*

*This Application does not collect precise information about the location of your mobile device.*

*These third parties may also obtain anonymous information about other applications you’ve downloaded to your mobile device, the mobile websites you visit, your non-precise location information (e.g., your zip code), and other non-precise location information in order to help analyze and serve anonymous targeted advertising on the Application and elsewhere.*

*Opt-out from the use of information to serve targeted advertising by advertisers and/or third party network advertisers: you may at any time opt-out from further allowing us to have access to your location data by describe how user can manage their location preferences either from the app or device level.*

3. *Unclear* is among one of the labels. This means there could exist policy ambiguity of any kind because workers could choose this label if they find the policy to be unclear in any way.

Crowdworkers disagreed on the labels for 33.0% of policies on average (Table 5.5). We show the distribution across the three disagreement categories in Table 6.4. We note that a policy sample could contain multiple disagreement categories. From the statistics, we observe that crowdworkers have the most disagreement regarding *Not Relevant* versus *Collection/No Collection*. This likely indicates the ineffectiveness of sharing the same privacy policy between website and mobile services. An Android app user probably does not care about the website data practices of the app service, since most of the user’s interaction with the service is through the app. Furthermore, the presence of these website data practices in the privacy policy add additional reading burden for app users, and could cause users to confuse website with mobile data practices. To alleviate this issue, our recommendation would be to provide separate privacy policies for website and mobile services.
We further experiment with classifying ambiguous policies, for which crowdworkers did not agree on the same label, versus the rest of the policies. We perform 10-fold cross validation using CNN with the dataset oversampling strategy, and show classification results in Table 6.5. The low F₁ score on the ambiguous policy class indicates difficulty in classifying text ambiguity. Overall, our results indicate the presence of ambiguity in the privacy policy language that impedes understandability for some users, confirming similar findings from previous works [8, 9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ambiguous</th>
<th>Non-ambiguous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device ID</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Classification performance (F₁) of ambiguous policies (for which crowdworkers did not agree on the same label)
Chapter 7

Policy Templates

Policy templates are pre-written policy texts that app developers can incorporate into their own privacy policies without having to manually write the policy by themselves entirely or partially. There exist certain privacy policy template services, such as iubenda\(^1\), that allow app developers to select through a series of options from a questionnaire what kinds of data practices need to be disclosed in the policy, and then automatically generate policy text to exactly cover those practices. These policy template services can be offered for free or for a fee. The use of policy templates could potentially cause problems for the notice-and-choice framework. In this study, we investigate the following questions:

1. Are policy templates comprehensive enough in covering every possible data practice apps may perform? Since app developers do not write the actual policy text but rely on the policy template, it is crucial that policy templates are comprehensive in their coverage of data practices. Otherwise, the resulted privacy policy could be incomplete and fail to provide proper notice. During an interview, an app developer described policy template services as being “good enough” for the time, but not able to handle cases involving complex data practices [31].

2. Does policy text offered by policy template services impact understandability by users?

3. How prevalent is template usage in Android privacy policies, and should we encourage or discourage the use of policy templates? An interview study with app developers revealed that very few of them knew about policy template services [31]. If it turns out that usage of policy templates does not sacrifice policy understandability or accuracy, we should encourage the use of policy template services as a valid option for creating privacy policies.

\(^1\)https://www.iubenda.com
7.1 Template Clustering

There is no well-known list of templates used by Android privacy policies. The strategy we use for finding policy templates is to group policies originating from the same template into the same cluster. We thus need to perform unsupervised clustering on Android privacy policies. For the clustering process, we concatenate the list of sentences for each policy obtained in Section 4.2 into a single text string.

We leverage the MinHash algorithm [59] which was originally applied to cluster near-duplicate webpages on the web. MinHash offers an efficient estimation of the Jaccard similarity coefficient (in the range between 0 and 1), which measures the similarity of two documents based on occurrences of shingles (consecutive sequence of words). A threshold is set such that if Jaccard similarity coefficient (estimated using MinHash) of two documents exceeds the threshold, these documents are considered to be near-duplicates (originating from the same template in our case) and belong in the same cluster. Pairwise similarity coefficients are calculated for all documents. Two documents are then connected using the union-find algorithm if their coefficient is above the threshold, resulting in clusters of connected documents in the end.

We experimentally determine the similarity threshold ($t$) for considering two policies to have originated from the same template, and the two MinHash parameters – shingle size ($n$) and number of hash functions ($f$). We use the duometer tool [60] for running the MinHash algorithm to obtain pair-wise similarity scores, and the union-find implementation from [61] for clustering.

As the performance metric for selecting MinHash parameters, we use area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), as suggested by [62] to be the most informative evaluation methodology for duplicate-detection systems. To measure precision and recall, we need a labelled dataset of policies originated from policy templates and otherwise. We chose 18,415 random policies from our 33K dataset (Section 4.2), and determined 320 policies to be generated from the iubenda policy template service, by searching for a 16-word-long string of policy text present in all iubenda-generated policies. iubenda offers a variety of data practice options and we thus consider it to be a reasonable representation of general policy template services. We measure precision and recall for clustering iubenda-generated policies, as we vary $t$ from 0 to 1 in 0.01 increments. We take the average over three repeated runs. We consider the largest cluster with at least one iubenda-generated policy as the template cluster for iubenda, and use the size of that cluster for precision and recall calculations. Results are presented in Figure 7.1. We select parameters with the largest AUPRC — $t=7$, $f=350$. As a comparison, previous works on near-duplicate detection [63, 64, 59] used shingle sizes of 5, 8, and 10. MinHash performance should generally improve with the number of hash functions used. The fact that $f=350$ outperformed $f=400$ and $f=450$ could be due to
Recall | Precision | Area under PR-curve versus shingle size
---|---|---
2  | 0.977  
3  | 0.978  
4  | 0.975  
5  | 0.970  
6  | 0.963  
7  | **0.980**  
8  | 0.962  
9  | 0.972  
10 | 0.972  

Recall | Precision | Area under PR-curve versus number of hash functions
---|---|---
f=50 | 0.963  
f=100 | 0.975  
f=150 | 0.970  
f=200 | 0.970  
f=250 | 0.970  
f=300 | 0.972  
f=350 | **0.976**  
f=400 | 0.973  
f=450 | 0.972  

Figure 7.1: Template clustering performance versus MinHash parameters

variance in the MinHash process.

Using the selected MinHash parameters and the same *iubenda* policies, we further find an optimal similarity threshold that maximizes clustering performance of *iubenda*-generated policies measured by $F_1$ score. From Figure 7.2, we select $t=0.37$ that achieved $F_1$ of 95.0%.

### 7.2 Study Results

From the 33K dataset (Section 4), we filter out policies by developer name such that only one policy from each developer is kept. Even though policies from the 33K dataset have unique URLs, a developer
could use slightly different URLs in their apps to refer to the same privacy policy. We avoid mistakenly classifying this case as template usage. After filtering, we were left with 25,523 policies for clustering. In Figure 7.3, we show the cluster count as a function of cluster size.

We take cluster size of 10 as the threshold for classifying a cluster as a template cluster. This means that if 10 policies from 10 different developers are quite similar and grouped into the same cluster, then we consider them to have followed a policy template and not written the policies by themselves entirely. This value was set arbitrarily by us, though we consider this as a somewhat conservative estimate.

---

2https://www.docracy.com/6016/mobile-privacy-policy
3Only covers location collection.
4We did not pay the fee to test this service.
5https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/sample-privacy-policy
Table 7.1: Functionalities offered by template services responsible for the top-seven template clusters

We found a total of 110 policy template clusters containing 6,516 (25.3%) policies. The median cluster size is 16 (1st quartile: 12, 3rd quartile: 34.5). From the top-seven template clusters found, we manually sampled privacy policies and identified the URL of the most likely policy template service from which each cluster of policies originated from (Table 7.1). We visited each of these seven policy template services and evaluated their functionalities in the following aspects:

- Does the service target Android/mobile apps, as opposed to only websites?
- Does the service offer the option to disclose Android-specific data practices, such as collection of location, contacts, and device identifier?
- Does the service offer dynamically generated policies? Some services allow users to select desired data practices through a questionnaire and then generate the policy text dynamically, as opposed to offering the same static policy text to everyone.
- Is the service free?

We show our results in Table 7.1. Out of the seven template services, three of them targeted websites only and did not offer the option to generate Android or mobile privacy policies. Out of the four services targeting Android, docracy did not offer a data practice questionnaire, and only iubenda offered a wide range of Android-specific data practices.

Our clustering strategy places policies into the same cluster if they heavily contain common text belonging to the same policy template. However, our clustering results do not give us information about how much additional modification app developers make on top of the policy template text. Our similarity threshold does place a cap on the amount of such modification because additional text not from the template lowers the degree of the similarity. Though further work is needed to investigate this, we suggest potential issues with policy template usage from our existing results:

- Some app developers are not using Android-specific privacy policy templates. Data practices described in website privacy policies may not be relevant to Android data practices. This could
Quartile | Templates | 33K dataset
--- | --- | ---
1 | 11.8 | 11.2
2 | 13.2 | 12.6
3 | 14.2 | 14.0

Table 7.2: Readability grade level comparison between template clusters and all policies from the 33K dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crowdworkers disagreed on the label</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Template usage percentage in ambiguous policies and inaccurate policies

potentially create unnecessary reading burden for app users.

- App data practices described in policies based on policy templates may not be complete. Only *iubenda* out of the top-seven policy template services provided better coverage of Android data practices than merely disclosure of app location collection. Unless data practices are disclosed through additional manual writing, most of the policy templates alone are likely insufficient for providing users with proper notice.

We calculate the Flesch readability score for template clusters and compare that to the general readability of policies from the 33K dataset (Table 7.2). We found policies involving templates are slightly less readable than privacy policies in general. We further found an average of 21.1% (Table 7.3) of policies, for which crowdworkers disagreed on the label in the Policy Accuracy (Section 5) study, involve template usage. In particular, 2.5% (14/570) of disagreements over location collection and 8.2% (22/270) of disagreement over contacts collection were due to the *iubenda* policy template. 6.3% (36/570) of disagreements over location were due to the *docracy* policy template. These results indicate potential ambiguity in the text provided by even the most popular policy template services. We also found an average of 26.8% of inaccurate policies from the policy accuracy study involve template usage (Table 7.3). Furthermore, in Table 7.4 we compare policy inaccuracy rate between template-derived policies only and all policies from the Policy Accuracy study, and show that template-derived policies have higher inaccuracy rate. These statistics further highlight the issue with policy templates’ coverage of Android-specific data practices.

To summarize, estimated 25.3% of developers make use of policy template services. There is still plenty of room for more wide-spread adoption of template usage. However, there may already exist some alarming issues regarding such usage. Many app developers are not using Android-specific policy templates; those who do likely do not receive comprehensive coverage of Android-specific data practices, as

---

*Small sample size.*
evident from the higher inaccuracy rate of template-derived policies. Also, the fact that app developers still use these templates despite glaring shortcomings indicate developers’ lack of concern and/or understanding of privacy requirements, as pointed out by [31]. Furthermore, text readability and ambiguity issues exist in template-derived policies, and are possibly worse than those in the average policy.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Privacy policies are the main means through which Android users get informed about data practices performed by apps. In this thesis, we investigated the effectiveness of Android privacy policies in providing users with proper notice, through the aspects of policy accuracy, policy understandability, and policy template usage.

The results are mostly disappointing. Our study revealed that almost 60% of apps did not disclose data collection accurately in the privacy policy. The main reason for such inaccuracies is that developers did not understand the data practices of third-party libraries they chose to embed into their apps. The majority of Android privacy policies were found likely difficult to read for 26% of the US population. App developers’ use of policy template services mostly concentrates on those offering little support for Android-specific data practices, calling into question the comprehensiveness of policies derived from these services.

We make the following suggestions to improve the effectiveness of privacy policies going forward:

- Regulatory bodies should actively survey apps for cases of inaccurate policies using an automated approach like the one from our study.

- Readability-score requirements should be set on privacy policies as they were done for insurance policies [21]. We provide an automated way for evaluating readability scores that involves removing irrelevant webpage content and excluding partial policy sentences.

- An official policy template service should be offered by Google Play or regulatory bodies. Such service should provide complete coverage of Android data practices. This way, developers who are resource-constrained or lack proper understanding of privacy requirements will not have to resort to using an arbitrary template service found online that may or may not meet their needs.
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